


A pioneer 
of the modern Italian 

law firm

4 Foreign
Desks

Full Service 
Firm

More than
70 lawyers

Offices in
Milan and Rome

Ughi e Nunziante successfully  
helps Italian and international 
clients enter and expand  
in the Italian market. 

As a full-service law firm, our lawyers 
work seamlessly across practice 
areas to provide comprehensive 
business-focused advice.  

Our size and footprint enable 
us to provide highly specialized 
and cost-effective legal advice, 
while maintaining the personal 
relationship that our clients value.

Celebrating 50 years!  
Ready for the future, strengthened by our history and international 

spirit, and with a continued dedication to innovation and excellence.

About us



“One of the best in Italy”
Chambers and Partners

“Very talented and understands
clients’ real needs”

Legal 500

Many of our practices and our professionals have been recognized as being 
among the best based on client and peer feedback. 

Our professionals have been referred to as:

Recognized 
        in Italy and Beyond



Our Clients
We partner with our clients to 
promote the same values which have 
made Ughi e Nunziante a leader
among Italian legal advisors. 

Our clients include:
• Multinationals
• Banks and financial institutions
• Governments and public entities
• Small and medium-sized companies
• Associations and foundations
• Start-ups
• Individuals and families



Germany USAFrance Latin America

Our team has professionals admitted 
to practice in jurisdictions throughout 
Europe and the Americas.

To better serve our clients, we have 
four dedicated foreign desks: 

Foreign  
      desks



While remaining fully independent, 
we have nurtured relationships with 
international networks, as well as
some of the most important law 
firms from around the world. 

These relationships are based on 
our shared values of passion, and 
dedication to excellence and
client service.

Relationships
  covering the world



Our main 
    practice areas

• International and Domestic Arbitration
• Litigation
• M&A
• Private Equity
• Corporate
• Capital Markets
• Banking and Finance

• Administrative Law and Environment
• Internal Investigations
• Employment and Human Resources
• Contract Law
• Antitrust and Regulated Markets
• Intellectual Property
• Privacy and Data Protection

• Innovation and Start-ups
• Tax
• Bankruptcy and Restructuring
• Healthcare
• Energy and Natural Resources
• Real Estate
• Private Clients



US Desk
Litigation & Investigation



US Desk

Our US desk consists of US and Italian natives, with members
qualified to practice in both countries. Deep experience in the United
States enables our team to provide a coordinated approach to a
wide range of legal matters for both American and European clients
who are operating in both jurisdictions.

The desk is headed by Emily Maxwell, whose American education and
experience bring unique value to our team. Throughout her career,
she has represented some of the most recognized companies in the
world and is admitted to practice in both California and the United
Kingdom. Members of our US desk work closely with our lawyers
qualified in Italy and in other European countries enabling us to
provide a high level of service when our clients’ needs involve the
United States and Italy.

Emily Maxwell
Of Counsel
e.maxwell@unlaw.it



Litigation and Arbitration
Complex, high stakes litigation
Our clients rely on us to represent them in high
stakes litigation and arbitration cases. Our
attorneys have experience in cases involving
construction, public works concessions and real
estate, among other areas.

We have considerable experience in cross-
border litigation and have been engaged as
counsel for litigation in Italy by foreign clients,
as well as by both Italian and foreign clients for
litigation abroad involving important Italian law
issues.

A leader in arbitration
Ughi e Nunziante is a leader among Italian firms
in international and national arbitrations
governed by the major arbitration rules (ICC,
ICSID, UNCITRAL, SCC, JAMS, etc.). Our team has
the experience to offer unparalleled counsel
even in the most complex arbitration
proceedings.

Our attorneys have been involved in
institutional and ad hoc arbitrations, and in
proceedings before the major international
arbitral institutions for investment disputes
among contracting member States and citizens
of other contracting member States.

Ughi e Nunziante’s 
experience with Italian and 
foreign corporate clients 
combined with the renowned 
academics within our team 
enable us to bring together 
thorough knowledge of  
substantive and procedural 
law with a close 
understanding of  business 
dynamics.



Internal Investigation
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We work with Italian and foreign corporate
clients and our renowned academics and
foreign counsel to provide thorough and cost-
effective investigation services. We provide a
hands-on bilingual team conversant in state-of-
the-art electronic discovery techniques
(including, but not limited to, predictive coding)
to quickly and efficiently investigate allegations
of fraud and corruption.

We have experience representing foreign
corporate clients and multinational groups with
Italian subsidiaries in international
investigations and are able to provide the kind
of detailed investigation necessary to respond
to inquiries under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act and the U.K. Bribery Act.

A cutting-edge team
Our team has led the way among Italian
national firms in providing investigation
services, particularly in multi-jurisdiction
investigation contexts. We have been involved
in substantial international investigations
involving the application of both Italian and
foreign laws.

As a national firm, we provide a particularly
cost-effective investigation solution for U.S. and
U.K. investigative inquiries as our bi-lingual
attorneys are based in Italy and do not require
either international travel or translators to
perform these investigation services.

Ughi e Nunziante is
among the first national firms 
in Italy to provide stand-
alone investigation services.

We provide complete investigation services helping Italian and foreign clients resolve allegations of
fraud and corruption.



Antitrust & Competition
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Leader in Antitrust Law
Ughi e Nunziante is a leader in antitrust law,
representing Italian and multinational
companies in both transactional and litigation
matters before the Italian Antitrust Authority
and the European Commission.

Our team is dynamic and market-oriented. We
work closely with clients to development both
offensive and defensive strategies aimed at
making the most of market opportunities, as
well as when dealing with competitors,
suppliers and customers.

Proactive and Forward Looking
We help our clients minimize risk and remain
compliant by considering all areas where an
issue may arise.

We look closely at:
• Interaction with competitors
• Abuse of dominant position
• Supplier agreements
• Customer agreements

• Pricing
• Refusal to deal
• Intellectual property licensing

• Joint ventures
• Mergers and Acquisitions

Antitrust regulations can 
touch every aspect of  your 
business. It’s more important 
than ever to have local, 
experienced advice to ensure 
you are able to meet your 
global objectives.

In today’s global market, companies face complex laws and regulations in multiple jurisdictions that
affect almost every aspect of their business.



Emily Maxwell is a seasoned litigator and trial attorney with 25 years of experience defending and
prosecuting complex cases. She is admitted to practice in California and England and Wales. She
currently focuses her practice on European investigations by Competition authorities and internal
investigations for fraud and corruption. She previously served top technology companies in Silicon Valley
in complex business disputes; intellectual property disputes, including patent infringement cases; unfair
competition litigation; domestic and international arbitrations; Racketeering Influenced Corrupt
Organization cases and other corruption cases; protection of trade secrets and confidential information;
and licensing and contract disputes. She regularly manages legal teams of up to 20 people, first and
second chairs trials and has conducted over 200 depositions and served as the partner in charge of
litigation training for the San Francisco office at her prior firm, DLA Piper.

Emily received her law degree from UCLA where she studied as a recipient of the Phi Beta Kappa Alpha
Association Scholarship – an award granted to the top graduating Phi Beta Kappa inductee. Emily was
admitted to the California Bar and started her career at Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich in 1996 where she
became a partner in 2005. Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich later merged with DLA and Piper Rudnick to
become DLA Piper. In 2008, Emily moved her practice to Howrey where she continued to represent Apple,
Steve Jobs and other notable Silicon Valley companies. In 2011, Emily relocated to Milan, Italy. She
worked in the banking group at Bonelli Erede Papardallo and was admitted as a solicitor in England and
Wales in 2013.

e.maxwell@unlaw.it

+39 02 762 171

Emily Maxwell
Of Counsel

Team
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Roma
Via Venti Settembre, 1 • 00187

un.roma@unlaw.it

Tel (+39) 06 474831
Fax (+39) 06 98387395

Milano
Via B. Zenale, 19 • 20123

un.milano@unlaw.it

Tel. (+39) 02 762171
Fax (+39) 02 784140

www.unlaw.it




